[The extent of fetal heart rate accelerations associated with fetal body movements in relation to the duration of fetal body movement].
The temporal relations between fetal body movements and associated fetal heart rate accelerations were shown as the ratios of duration of acceleration or acceleration amplitude and the duration of associated fetal body movements in 44 normotrophic and 40 hypotrophic fetuses (body weights within the 6th to 10th percentiles, n = 19, and less than or equal to the 5th percentile, n = 21) between the 36th and 40th gestational weeks. Related to the duration of associated fetal body movements, hypotrophic fetuses proved to have gradually smaller heart rate accelerations than normotrophic fetuses. Moreover, the acceleration parameters duration and amplitude were dependent on the relative duration of fetal body movements. Short fetal body movements were accompanied by fetal heart rate accelerations of relatively highest degree and vice versa. As a consequence, no comparison is possible between temporally different fetal body movements and their associated heart rate accelerations. Of the two acceleration parameters duration and amplitude, the inclusion of the accelerations amplitude in the above mentioned ratio yielded the most obvious results. Taking into consideration that fetuses with intrauterine growth retardation are often in a state of chronic hypoxia, the ratios of acceleration amplitude and durations of associated fetal body movements indicated different degrees of this metabolic situation.